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QUESTION 1

A global company is subject to differing regulations regarding hazardous materials in a product. Version 1 of the product
can be sold in North America and Europe. Version 2 of the product can only be sold in Europe. 

Which sequence of setups could help a planner ensure that supply is available in a timely fashion per these
constraints? 

A. Create an attribute-based netting rule using region and version; map the rule to collectible attributes; associate the
rule to a supply plan; run the plan. 

B. Define region and version as planning attributes; map them to collectible attributes; create an attribute-based netting
rule using region and version; associate the rule to a supply plan; run the plan. 

C. Define region and version as planning attributes; create an attribute-based netting rule using region and version;
associate the rule to a supply plan; run the plan. 

D. Define segment groups based on region and version; execute segmentation; map the segmentation results to an
attribute-based netting rule; associate the rule to a supply plan; run the plan. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about Production Scheduling? (Choose two.) 

A. Schedule options include: Configure Scope. Parameters, and View Settings. 

B. Releasing a schedule can update Manufacturing Cloud work orders with revised dates, resources, release status,
and work definitions. 

C. Refreshing a Production Schedule means that the schedule is being recalculated. 

D. A resource\\'s constraint mode has two choices: Relaxed and Constrained. 

E. If a work order is not firm. Production Scheduling may schedule with an alternate resource. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which four types of supplies can be reserved to a sales order in the inventory? (Choose four.) 

A. Work orders 

B. On-hand inventory 

C. Purchase requisitions 

D. Purchase orders 
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E. Transfer orders 

F. Planned Orders 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer would like to account for the production loss in the supply planning process using the item shrinkage rate
planning specification. 

Which statement reflects the system behavior to meet this requirement? 

A. Planning process reduces the demand based on shrinkage factor and keeps the supply quantity as is. 

B. Planning calculation does not support shrinkage functionality. 

C. Planning calculates no additional demand but creates the additional required supply based on shrinkage factor. 

D. Planning calculation creates scrap demand to compensate for loss and maintains supply. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Your client has operations in the west coast of the US. If the customer is in the western half of the US, then they would
like to ship the product from their warehouses. If it\\'s in the eastern half of the US, then they want to drop ship it from a
supplier. 

How would you recommend they set the assignment up? 

A. Set up a region for the west coast warehouse and an item-region level assignment for the drop ship. 

B. Set up two region level assignments, one for the west coast and the other for the east coast. 

C. Set up by each customer for the customers who should get product from each warehouse. 

D. Set up an item-region assignment for the west coast warehouse and a region level assignment for the drop ship. 

E. Set up an item-organization assignment for the west coast warehouse and an item- organization level assignment for
the drop ship. 

Correct Answer: A 
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